Galileo FirstSearch

- Basic, Advanced Search and Expert Search
- Restrict to Field Codes
  - ti:   de:   su:   au:     mh:(Mesh in Medline)
- Previous Searches (combine searches)
- Restrict by year, language, Review (Medline)
- Display Locations (libraries which own item)
- Can restrict to items in my library
- Can limit to Books or Serials (journals) in WorldCat
- Marked Records
- Sort or Rank By (date etc.)
- E-mail or Print
- FirstSearch WorldCat – can limit records to Georgia Tech
- WorldCat Dissertations and Theses is a subset of the WorldCat (worldwide library catalogs) database

Library Search Hints and Guides
http://www.prism.gatech.edu/~bw21/
WorldCat

Advanced Search

- Can limit to Books or Serials (journals)
- Can limit to Georgia Tech
Previous Searches
Combine

Look for green “GEORGIA INST OF TECH”